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INTRODUCTION

This listing of the Johnson Space Center's scientific and technical publications and presentations is arranged alphabetically by first author within the organization of that author's affiliation at the time the request for approval was initiated. Organizational groupings are made by directorate or major office, then if number of entries warrants, by division or suboffice. Organizations are listed by 1985 designations. The citations are based primarily on JSC authorship, with contractors, grantees, and independent collaborators included for coauthored papers.

Types of papers included are NASA formal series reports, journal articles, presentations given at professional society meetings and seminars, papers published in conference proceedings and other collective works, and workshop results. Dates are confined largely to calendar year 1985, except those few cases in which a published version of a 1985 presentation had already appeared in early 1986 or in which a 1984 presentation was not published until 1985.

Information presented herein is based chiefly on that supplied by authors first on forms requesting approval and later on review of this listing, copies of which were distributed to all directorates and offices involved. Additional information was obtained from literature searches in the NASA Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR), International Aerospace Abstracts (IAA), and available professional publications cited.
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